
What it’s like to be “Italian” 

 “Buon giorno a tutti. questo è il vostro pilota. Stiamo per atterrare. Per favore allacciare 
le cinture perchè saremo sperimentando turbolenza. Grazie. Good morning everyone, this is your 
pilot. We are about to land. Please fasten your seatbelts as we will be experiencing turbulence. 
Thank you.” 

 With that I buckled up and waited until the plane’s wheels were safely on the ground. My 
parents scanned the swarm of people buzzing about the airport for a familiar face. My Zio Pepè 
emerged from the masses, caught eyes with my father, and embraced the brother he hadn’t seen 
in years. After Zio Pepè, my other uncles and aunts came to greet us. I couldn’t remember who 
was from which side of my family and what their relation to me was. I smiled and kissed my 
relatives once on each cheek because that was expected. 

 The drive home went well. I learned quickly there were no speed limits in the 
countryside. People can drive however fast they please around a sharp turn as long as they don’t 
crash or drive off the cliff hanging to the right. My parents felt right at home while I sat 
paralyzed in the back seat.  

 To the left of the car was a wall of slate gray rocks and shards ready to tumble down at 
any given second. Since there wasn’t air conditioning in the car, I could smell the cow manure 
with every warm breeze. The rolling green hills were hypnotizing and in the distance tall wind 
turbines stood, looming over the farmland to my right. 

BEEP BEEEEEP 

 My uncle signaled to any oncoming cars that we were driving around a sharp turn as if 
that were supposed to stop the other drivers. He cursed in Italian and yelled out the window at 
the other drivers coming around that same turn.  

 After an hour drive, we finally reached Caraffa, the place where my parents grew up. I 
was yearning for a nap, since I hadn’t taken one on the flight, but there wasn’t a chance. The 
townspeople awaited our arrival as if someone famous were coming. Everyone in the quaint 
town knew me before I could figure out who my own relatives were. It was uncommon for an 
American to come here. Most tourists visit Venice for the gondolas or Rome for the colosseum. I 
visited a town in the mountains of Italy with a population of about 200. I met over 40 people the 
first day I was in Italy; all of which were cousins, aunts, and uncles. 

 I spent the first week studying names and committing my family tree to memory. There 
were countless lunches and dinners with my large family’s immediate families. Every 
conversation with any of my relatives went the same way. 

Someone would say, “Ciao Lidia! Come stai?” 

In which I’d answer, “Bene, e tu?” 

“Bene, bene. Ti piace l’Italia? E cuando tu vieni a vivere qui?” everyone always asked. My 
relatives wanted to know if I like Italy and when I’d be coming back to live there.  



“Yes, I love Italy and I don’t know.” I said the same thing over again, followed by an awkward 
giggle. 

Most of the time I just sat there quiet and watched my parents socialize. Occasionally I nodded 
my head in recognition and smiled at my relatives. By the end of the first week I was ready to go 
back home. 

 A man and woman from the two largest families in Caraffa got married and I called them 
my parents. But even with a large family, I felt like a complete outsider amongst my cousins. I 
wasn’t Italian anymore, but an American girl looking in on the Italian ways. 

 Some afternoons I went for walks around the town. Most of the buildings and houses 
looked the same. They were one of the three pastel colors, pink, blue, or yellow. Each home had 
a balcony where the clothesline hung between two houses. The roads were slightly wider than a 
sidewalk and lined with palm trees and exotic flowers. The locals stared me down as I walked 
through the streets. Many of the people smiled and said hello. I didn’t speak to anyone in town, 
except for the occasional, “Ciao.” I mainly kept to myself. I understood Italian well, but I spoke 
little of the language.  

 The plaza was my favorite place to go and hang out during the day. I usually sat in the 
bar and ordered ice cream to help with the extreme heat. I watched the older men play music on 
accordions while women danced the Tarantella. Sure this wasn’t a rich town, in fact most of the 
people owned farms and worked all day in the blistering heat, but these people knew how to have 
a good time. Every night in the plaza was a celebration even if there wasn’t anything special 
happening that day.  

 During the evenings I walked further past the plaza and met my cousins at a different bar 
across the street from the town’s elementary school. The first night we went out, my cousins 
asked if I wanted to drink. Of course I wanted to have a good time and enjoy a few alcoholic 
beverages with my relatives, but my initial thought was, “whose house are we going to drink at?” 
All of our parents were home that night and I didn’t think they would be fond of hosting a small 
party. I decided to ask my cousin Krizia whose house we were going to drink at and she burst out 
laughing.  

 “El bar.” She said. 

 My twisted facial expression gave away the fact that I never drank in a bar before. Krizia 
took me by the wrist and we walked into the small family owned bar. As we casually greeted the 
owner, I saw my 14-year-old cousin Roberto slugging down a beer on a barstool. I tapped him on 
the shoulder and he put the beer down to say hello. After a few minutes I was taking shots of 
strawberry Italian vodka with my cousin four years younger than myself. 

 I slowly began spending more time with my cousins. At first I was hesitant because I 
didn’t know my family well. Most days I tried being alone, but there was always someone 
knocking on my door that wanted to show me around. My parents encouraged me to go out 
exploring what this place had to offer. 



 Over the last three weeks, I became comfortable with my cousins Krizia, Giorgio, and 
Tomasso. I met over 20 cousins and these were the three that went out of their way to include me 
in their plans.  

 Krizia took me to the mall, and beach a lot. She was my personal tour guide throughout 
the trip. While at the mall, we stopped in a grocery store to pick up a few things. She laughed at 
the look on my face when I saw a grocery store in a mall. Krizia said they don’t have grocery 
stores anywhere but the mall. The closest thing to Wal-Mart over there is a corner store.  

 Some days Krizia and I went to the beach since it was only a half hour away. Walking on 
the beach was ideal. There wasn’t hot sand to sink your feet in; instead there were pebbles along 
the shore. Jewelry vendors and ceramics vendors hollered costs and products while they walked 
miles along the ocean.  Krizia bought me a blue bracelet with butterflies woven in. It was a small 
piece of jewelry I hold close to my heart.  

 Tomasso and Giorgio took me out to several dance clubs with all their friends. I bonded 
with many of the kids my age, talking about how different our lives are. The nicer clubs in Italy 
were in a city called Soverato, which was about an hour from where we lived.  

 My cousins treated me like a celebrity at the club. They bought me drinks with higher 
alcohol content than I was used to, and acted as my bodyguards whenever a sloppy man 
approached me to dance. The clubs were outdoors with large dance floors lined with palm trees. 
The multicolored strobe lights painted a wild array of blues, purples, and greens across the white 
cabanas. There were times I decided to get away from this zoo and go for a walk. All of us took a 
stroll along the beach, casually dipping our feet in the water to cool down after a hectic night.  

 The time flew by and before I knew it, America was beckoning me back. The drive to the 
airport was silent with the exception of a few bad jokes from my Zio Tommy.  

 The elephant in the room came back when my aunts and uncles walked my parents and 
myself into the airport. No one wanted to say it, so no one did. After some time had passed from 
all the hugging, we finally said, “Ciao,” and looked toward boarding our plane. 

 


